Join us for fun &
sun filled days,
learning, exploring &
growing!

JUNE 25 - AUGUST 24
RIVERVIEWCAMPS.ORG

LEARN, EXPLORE &GROW!
SINCE 1991, RIVERVIEW HAS HELPED PARENTS JUST LIKE
YOU PROVIDE THEIR CHILDREN WITH SUMMERS FILLED
WITH LEARNING, NATURE, FRIENDS & CREATIVE FREEDOM

9 WEEKS OF DAILY ACTIVITIES INCLUDE
SUMMER MARTIAL ARTS TRAINING

ADVENTURE FIELD TRIPS

The unique nucleus to Riverview Summer Camps has always
been the lessons learned through our Martial Arts heritage
Each day campers will enjoy martial art based classes,
healthy workouts or character development that is only
offered to Summer Camp participants. This allows for
topics that can be enjoyed equally by first time campers as
well as RMA veteran students. All Martial Arts offerings are
designed to be engaging and enjoyable for new campers,
no prior experience is needed.

Load up the vans, 'cuz kids like to break loose of the school
year shackles!! Each week campers will get out in our local
community and enjoy abundant sunshine, plentiful nature,
curious adventures, exciting challenges and memories that
will outline the stories about the summer camp their parents
let them attend. Maine has so much to offer us, our only
dilemma is how to cram as much as we can into each week.
Beaches, hiking, swimming, outdoor adventure, animals and
fun educational opportunities are some of the many staples
that fill our weekly adventure rosters.

LEADERSHIP & LIFE SKILLS

FRIENDS & FUN

Camp at Riverview becomes a great opportunity to fill a
camper's days with activities for developing valuable skills
which transfer to not only short term goal achievement, but
more lasting life long skill ownership. Lessons framed by
internationally acclaimed Kids Love Life Skills, will be
interwoven in active games, role modeling and educational
activities supporting the skill-building of Focus, Teamwork,
Control, Balance, Memory, Discipline, Fitness, Manners,
Respect, Confidence and Leadership.

Without a doubt there is nothing taken more seriously at
Riverview Summer Camp than how to have fun......well, unless
its how to have fun with friends!!! Camp is our excuse to
create programming that has no other agenda, its just
about fun, and fun with friends. Upon arrival each Monday
morning campers gather to review camp rules. #1 is have
fun. Most of the other 8 rules refer back to #1 as their
underpinning. A little over the top? Nope! Reasoning?
Refer to #1!!

ARTS & CRAFTS
EDUCATIONAL SUMMER LEARNING
We have this unique position as summer time educators to
be able to spend longs chunks of time, visiting local &
offsite locations frequently, with kids who are so very
curious and thirst for applicable knowledge from the world
they inhabit. This allow us the privilege to deliver amazing
opportunities in experiential learning covering a wide
scope of camper-centric topics. The results is a summer of
learning that colors blank parts of their life canvases.

When campers harness their energy, it's amazing the artistic
detail, life-like realism and craftsmanship they bring to
creating a product that they beam with proud ownership
about! Each week campers embark on projects that have
ties to the camp week's theme. The happy, relaxed and
creative craft work is often done side by side with friends
and is a great outlet to talk about the project or hum along
to their favorite music. Many days we find this time to be a
welcome recharging point during a fun day of more
demanding physical or outdoor activities.
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